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Linear and nonlinear dynamics of a dust bicrystal consisting of positive
and negative dust particles
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A dusty plasma crystalline configuration consisting of charged dust grains of alternating charge sign
�¯ / + /−/ + /−/ + / ¯ � and mass is considered. Both charge and mass of each dust species are taken
to be constant. Considering the equations of longitudinal motion, a dispersion relation for linear
longitudinal vibrations is derived from first principles and then analyzed. Two harmonic modes are
obtained, namely, an acoustic mode and an inverse-dispersive optic-like one. The nonlinear aspects
of acoustic longitudinal dust grain motion are addressed via a generalized Boussinesq �and,
alternatively, a generalized Korteweg–de Vries� description. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2130693�
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most appealing novel characteristics of dusty
�complex� plasmas1,2 is the occurrence of strongly coupled
dust configurations, due to the strong electrostatic interaction
between massive, heavily charged dust particulates
�“grains”�, which exceeds in strength the average dust grain
kinetic energy. Spontaneous formation of crystalline-like pe-
riodic arrangements is thus observed, typically in the sheath
region �above the negative electrode� in gas discharge ex-
periments. Crystal formation and dynamics have been stud-
ied in various experiments,3–5 in which “dust” particles were
essentially created by injecting artificial �e.g., formaldehyde�
microspheres, which subsequently acquire a high �negative,
usually� electron charge via inherent dynamic charging
mechanisms. More recent experimental studies have been de-
voted to positive and negative dust charge coexistences in
the plasma.6 Interestingly, studies of alternating charge sign
�positive-negative� ionic colloidal crystalline configurations
have also recently been reported.7

This study is devoted to an investigation, from first prin-
ciples, of the dynamics of a one-dimensional dust bilayer,
consisting of negative and positive dust grains. The principal
aspects of harmonic �linear� low amplitude vibrational mo-
tion �dispersion laws and eigenmodes� are presented, and a
basis for the modeling of larger amplitude, nonlinear motion
is proposed, by establishing a link to standard �namely, gen-
eralized Boussinesq �GBq� and extended Korteweg–de Vries
�EKdV�� nonlinear theories.
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II. A DUST BICRYSTAL MODEL

A. Formulation of the problem

We consider a one-dimensional horizontal chain �as-
sumed infinite, for simplicity� consisting of negative and
positive dust grains, located at equidistant sites �lattice con-
stant r0�. Odd �even� sites, i.e., at x= �2n+1�r0 �or x=2nr0,
respectively; n�N�, are occupied by negative �positive�
charge dust grains, of charge −Q1 �+Q2� and mass M1 �M2,
respectively�; we assume that M1�M2, with no loss of gen-
erality. Vertical force equilibrium is ensured by �a balance
between� gravity and electric/magnetic forces; only longitu-
dinal displacement �xn=xn−nr0 �where n�N� is permitted
in this simplified model.

B. Intergrain interactions

The electrostatic binary interaction force F�r� exerted on
two grains situated at a distance r is derived from a potential
function U�r�; viz., F�r�=−�U�r� /�x. Considering the �at-
tractive� interaction between first neighbors only, i.e., rn,n+1

=xn+1−xn=r0+�xn+1−�xn, we may Taylor expand U�r�
around r0 to account for grain displacements. Near the equi-
librium configuration, at r=r0 �which is ensured by neigh-
boring grain contributions on both sides around each site�,
we formally have

F�r� � − U��r0��r − r0� −
1

2
U��r0��r − r0�2

−
1

6
U���r0��r − r0�3,

where the prime denotes differentiation. In the following, we
shall set

U��r0� = G, U��r0�/2 = GA, U���r0�/6 = GB .

The description of our dust crystal dynamics is thus effec-

tively reduced to a problem of longitudinal atom motion in a
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diatomic chain, characterized by an anharmonic coupling
“spring” potential, viz.,

U�r� �
1

2
U��r0��r − r0�2 +

1

6
U��r0��r − r0�3

+
1

24
U���r0��r − r0�4

� G�1

2
�r − r0�2 +

1

3
A�r − r0�3 +

1

4
B�r − r0�4� . �1�

Our dust bilayer may therefore be analyzed by making use of
standard analytical tools from solid-state physics.8–10

The model expressions above, in addition to the formu-
las derived in the forthcoming sections, imply no particular
assumption for the potential form U�r�. For the sake of clar-
ity, one may consider a “dressed” Debye-type interaction
potential-energy function2,11

UdrD�r� = − Q1Q2
e−r/�D

r
	1 −

r

2�D



� −
Q1Q2

�D

e−�r�

�r�
	1 −

�r�

2

 , �2�

where we have defined the lattice parameter �=r0 /�D and
the reduced �dimensionless� space variable r�=r /r0 �recall
that Q1,2�0 are the absolute values of the opposite charges
here�. We note that the potential form �2�, introduced in Refs.
11, takes into account the polarization of the Debye sheath
around the dust grains; notice, nevertheless, that ion wake
and dust grain-size effects are, e.g., neglected, so a different
potential form may readily be used in the forthcoming for-
mulas if a more refined description is anticipated. For the
potential form �2�, one finds

UdrD� �r0� = �Q1Q2/�D
2 �e−��1 + � − �2/2�/�2,

UdrD� �r0� = − �2Q1Q2/�D
3 �e−��1 + � + �2/2 − �3/4�/�3

� G ,

UdrD� �r0� = + �6Q1Q2/�D
4 �e−��1 + � + �2/2 + �3/6

− �4/12�/�4 � 2GA ,

UdrD�� �r0� = − �24Q1Q2/�D
5 �e−��1 + � + �2/2 + �3/6

+ �4/24 − �5/48�/�5 � 6GB .

The �“anharmonic spring”� coupling potential which results
from the dressed Debye electrostatic interaction law �2� is
depicted in Fig. 1, note the asymmetry, due to the strong
cubic contribution. The characteristic coefficients involved in
it, in fact, functions of the lattice parameter �, are plotted in
Fig. 2. The typical set of values to be retained for reference
are for �=4.5, G=8.58�10−4Q1Q2 /�D

3 , A= +0.097�D
−1, and

B=−0.045�D
−2; for �=5.5, one has G=4.9�10−4Q1Q2 /�D

3 ,
A=−0.012�D

−1, and B= +0.0048�D
−2 �notice the change in

sign, cf. Fig. 2�. Note that the stability requirement Q

=UdrD� �r0��0 here imposes ��3.4798.
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C. Equations of motion

Denoting the odd �even� grain displacement, within the
nth pair, by �z2n+1=zn ��z2n=wn�, the resulting equations of
motion read

M1
d2zn

dt2 = G�wn − 2zn + wn−1� + GA��wn − zn�2

− �zn − wn−1�2�+ GB��wn − zn�3 − �zn − wn−1�3� ,

�3�

M2
d2wn

dt2 = G�zn+1 − 2wn + zn� + GA��zn+1 − wn�2

− �wn − zn�2�+ GB��zn+1 − wn�3 − �wn − zn�3� .

Recall that only first-neighbor contributions were considered,
due to the fast spatial decay of electrostatic coupling, due to
�Debye� charge screening.

III. LINEAR VIBRATIONS

Assuming a plane-wave solution in the form z
=Z exp i��2n+1�kr0−�t�+c.c. �for the heavy negative
grains� and w=W exp i�2nkr0−�t�+c.c. �for the lighter
positive grains�, one finds that the longitudinal vibration

FIG. 1. The anharmonic intergrain coupling �“spring”� potential U�r� �nor-
malized by Q1Q2 /�D�, as results from Eq. �1� for the dressed Debye elec-
trostatic interaction potential form �2� is depicted vs the reduced relative
grain displacement �r /�D �where �r=rn−rn−1�, for different values of the
lattice parameter �=r0 /�D: �=5 �upper solid curve�, �=6 �upper solid
curve�, and �=7 �lower solid curve�. The harmonic limit is provided by the
parabolas �dashed curves� depicted for comparison. Note the asymmetry
�upon r→−r� due to the strong �negative� cubic contribution in U�r�.

FIG. 2. The value of the �coupling potential expansion� coefficients �for a
Debye electrostatic potential� is depicted vs the lattice parameter �=r0 /�D.
The coefficients are G �harmonic potential “spring constant:” upper, con-
tinuum curve�, A �cubic potential nonlinearity: lower, dot curve�, and B
�quartic potential nonlinearity: middle, dashed curve�. The three coefficients
are here normalized by 10−2Q1Q2 /�D

3 , �D
−1, and �D

−2, respectively. Note that
the cubic �quartic� contribution to the dressed Debye potential changes sign

at �=4.24 �5.01, respectively�.
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�phonon� frequency � is related to the wave number k via the
dispersion relation

	M1�2

2G
− 1
	M2�2

2G
− 1
 = cos2 kr0. �4�

The exact solution for the frequency reads

�±
2 =

G

�
	1 ±�1 −

4�2

M1M2
sin2 kr0
 , �5�

where we have defined the reduced mass

� =
M1M2

M1 + M2
.

This relation defines a twofold dispersion curve.
The lower branch �− defines an acoustic mode; at low k,

it satisfies

�− � 	 2G

M1 + M2

1/2

, kr0 � c0k , �6�

and thus both the group velocity vgr,−=�−��k� and the phase
velocity vph,−=�− /k tend to the �constant� sound velocity c0

for low k.
The upper branch �+ defines an optic mode; at low k, it

satisfies

�+ � 	2G

�

1/2

= const, �7�

and thus vgr,+=�+��k�=0 and vph,+→� for long wavelengths
�=2	 /k.

The frequency band scanned by the two modes includes
�−� �0,�2G /M1� and �+� ��2G /M2 ,�2G /��. We note the
appearance of a forbidden frequency range between

�−�k = ± 	/2r0� = �−,max = �2G/M1

and

�+�k = ± 	/2r0� = �+,min = �2G/M2.

Furthermore, we point out that the optic mode �+ is charac-
terized by an inverse dispersion, since vgr,+=�+��k�
0 every-
where in the first Brillouin zone �1BZ� �0,	 /2r0�. It may,
however, be pointed out, for rigor, that both of the latter two
features �the existence of the forbidden frequency range and
the inverse-dispersive character of the optic branch� owe
their validity to the assumptions underlying our model
�mainly, the absence of second or higher neighbor interac-
tions� and might be modified in a more refined model �if so
required by experimental results�. The dispersion curve is
depicted in Fig. 3.

The amplitude eigenmodes—i.e., the solutions of the lin-
earized system of Eqs. �1�, for Z and W—satisfy the relation

W

Z
=

2G − M2�±
2

2G cos kr0
. �8�

The amplitude ratio W /Z is depicted in Fig. 4. We note that
in-phase �out-of-phase� oscillatory dust grain motion is pre-
scribed for long-wavelength acoustic �optic� vibrations, since

W /Z→1 �W /Z→−M2 /M1, respectively� for k→0.
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IV. CONTINUUM APPROXIMATION

Assuming a long excitation extension L�r0, one may
substitute the discrete space variables zn�t� and wn�t� with
continuous ones, say, z�x , t� and w�x , t�, by Taylor expand-
ing, i.e.,

zn±1 � z ± 2r0zx + 2r0
2zxx ±

4

3
r0

3zxxx +
2

3
r0

4zxxxx

+ O��2r0/L�5� �9�

�plus an analogous expression for wn→w�, where the sub-
script denotes differentiation, e.g., zx=�z /�x and so forth.
Inserting into the discrete equations of motion �3�, one thus
obtains two coupled partial derivative equations �PDEs�.

In principle, any analytical approach should be based on
a set of coupled evolution equations. However, significant
simplification may be achieved by employing a method sug-
gested in Ref. 12 and further elaborated in Refs. 9 and 10.
This technique consists of neglecting one of the evolution
equations by employing the Büttner ansatz9,10,12

w � ��z + b1r0zx +
b2

2
r0

2zxx +
b3

6
r0

3zxxx +
b4

24
r0

4zxxxx

+ b0f�z�� + O�5� . �10�

Here � is set equal to �−=1 ��+=−M1 /M2� for the acoustic

FIG. 3. The dust bilayer dispersion relation: the �square of the� harmonic
vibration frequency, i.e., �±

2 �normalized by G /��, is depicted vs the reduced
wave number kr0, for a set of indicative �arbitrary� values. Here G=1, M1

=1, and M2 /M1=1/2 �continuum curve�, M2 /M1=1/5 �short-dashed
curve�, and M2 /M1=0.75 �long-dashed curve�. The acoustic �lower� and
optic �upper� curves would join at the edge of the first Brillouin zone, for
M1=M2.

FIG. 4. The amplitude ratio W /Z, as given by �8�, is depicted against the
reduced wave number kr0, for a set of indicative �arbitrary� values. Here
G=1, M1=1, and M2 /M1=1/2. The upper �lower� curve, taking positive

�negative� values, corresponds to the acoustic �optic� mode.
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�optic, respectively� mode, and the parameters bj and the
function f�z� are appropriately adjusted for compatibility.
One thus remains with one PDE, in terms of z�x , t�, while
w�x , t� is defined accordingly �via the ansatz above�.

In the following, we shall present some exact results
regarding the acoustic mode. The optic mode cannot be stud-
ied in this manner,13 so the corresponding analysis needs to
be based on a set of coupled nonlinear evolution equations.
This investigation, which goes beyond our scope here, may
be the object of further envisaged work, in particular, if
forthcoming experiments offer the necessary motivation.

V. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS: THE ACOUSTIC
MODE

The compatibility among the equations of motion is en-
sured by choosing9

b0 = 0, � = b1 = 1, b2 = 2�/M2,

b3 = 6�
2M1 − M2

3M1M2
, b4 = 24�	 1

3M2
−

b2
2

4M1

 , �11�

�for first-neighbor only interactions�; see that an ordinary
Taylor expansion �viz., bj =1 for all j� is recovered in the
limit M1=M2.

A. Generalized Boussinesq acoustic soliton theory

Combining the above expressions and employing the
continuum approximation, the system of Eqs. �3� reduces to
the single nonlinear PDE

ztt − c0
2zxx = p0zxzxx + q0zx

2zxx + h0zxxxx, �12�

or �in an equivalent manner� the generalized Boussinesq
equation

utt − c0
2uxx = p�u2�xx + q�u3�xx + h0uxxxx, �13�

where we have set u=zx and

p =
p0

2
= GA

b2

M1
, q =

q0

3
= GB

b2

M1
,

h0 =
2G

M1
r0

4	 b4

24
−

b3

6
+

b2

2
−

1

3

 ,

while the sound velocity c0 was defined in �6� above. Recall
that compatibility between the two evolutions Eqs. �3� is
ensured via Eq. �12� above, which combined with �10�
readily provides w�x , t� �for known z�x , t��, if necessary.

The well-known Boussinesq equation is recovered from
Eq. �13�, upon setting q=0, or B=0, i.e., if one neglects
quartic interaction potential contributions. Furthermore, the
modified Boussinesq equation is recovered from Eq. �13�, by
setting p=0, i.e., A=0, thus by neglecting cubic potential
contributions. Nevertheless, none of these approximations
seem to be appropriate here, since the coefficients p ��A�
and q ��B� bear comparable �absolute� values, in the order
of magnitude, as one may check via a simple numerical
analysis; as a matter of fact, p  �2q �viz., A  �2B� for

most values of � �cf. Fig. 2 for A and B�. Note that p ��A
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�U��r�� bears negative values for Debye interactions, while
q ��B�U���r�� and h0=2Gr0

4�m1
2−2m1m2+m2

2� / �3�m1

+m2�3� are positive.
The GBq Eq. �13� yields two distinct exact soliton solu-

tions in the form of the kink �shock-like� solitons

z�x,t� = ± 2	6h0

q0

1/2

arctan� 1

P1
tanh	 x − vt

L1
+ x0
� ,

�14�

where

P1 = � �p0
2 + 6�v2 − c0

2�q0 ± p0

�p0
2 + 6�v2 − c0

2�q0 � p0
�1/2

.

Here, x0 and v are real constants, which determine the soliton
center and velocity, respectively. Notice that only supersonic
excitations are predicted, since v�c0. The soliton width is
expressed by L1=2�h0 / �v2−c0

2��2�h0 /c0 �M2−1�−1/2

�where M denotes the Mach number M =v /c0�. Recall that
L1�r0 in order for the continuum theory to be valid. The
two solutions above correspond to a rarefactive and a
compressive-localized excitation, propagating in the dust bi-
layer.

B. Extended KdV acoustic soliton theory

By assuming near-sonic propagation, i.e., v�c0, and a
very slow time variation �viz., u���u� ,u��, one obtains from
the GBq Eq. �13� the canonical form of the extended KdV
�EKdV� equation9

u� + 6uu� + 6u2u� + u��� = 0, �15�

where we have defined �= p0�x−c0t� /�6h0q0, �
= p0

3t / �2c0�6q0�3/2h0
1/2�, and u=z��q0 / �6h0�.

The EKdV Eq. �15� was thoroughly studied in a classical
series of papers by Wadati,14 who derived it for nonlinear
lattices, then obtained its traveling-wave and periodic �cnoi-
dal wave� solutions, and, finally, exhaustively studied its
mathematical properties. Both compressional and rarefactive
solitons, say, u±, were found to solve Eq. �15�. The EKdV
Eq. �15� yields two distinct pulse soliton solutions, which
may be integrated back to the real displacement z �since u±

=�z± /�x� to obtain two distinct kink solitons in the form

z±�x,t� = ± 2	6h0

q0

1/2

arctan� 1

P2
tanh	 x − vt

L2
+ x2
� ,

�16�

where

P2 = � �p0
2 + 12c0�v − c0�q0 ± p0

�p0
2 + 12c0�v − c0�q0 � p0

�1/2

.

The real constants x2 and v determine the soliton center and
�slightly supersonic� velocity, respectively. The soliton width
is expressed by L2=2�h0 / �2c0�v−c0��. The condition L2

�r0 is assumed to hold in order for the continuum theory to
be valid. These two solutions correspond to a rarefactive and
compressive-localized excitation. Notice that Eq. �16� is re-

covered from Eq. �14�, by setting v+c0�2c0.
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C. Discussion and comparison

We see that the EKdV-equation-related theory adds no
truly extra information to that obtained via the �less approxi-
mate� Boussinesq theory. As a matter of fact, the predicted
soliton length is slightly higher than its GBq analog �see Fig.
5�. We observe that the condition L /r0�1, which ensures the
validity of the continuum approximation, is only valid for
velocities slightly above the sound velocity c0, where the two
theories admittedly practically coincide �see Fig. 5�. On the
other hand, it should be noted that the slow time variation
hypothesis, which enables one to reduce the continuum
�GBq-related� evolution equation �13� to the EKdV Eq. �15�,
results in the loss of the time-reversal symmetry, which is
inherent in the former equation.

An additional comment concerns the ordinary KdV
theory, widely adopted, e.g., for dusty plasma monolayers,
since the original work of Melandsø.15 Indeed, reducing ei-
ther the GBq or the EKdV to an ordinary KdV �which im-
plies neglecting a quartic potential nonlinearity� results in
significant analytical simplification. Nevertheless, the KdV
theory only predicts one type of �compressional, in fact, for
Debye interactions� excitations, contrary to the two types of
kink excitations predicted above. This fact is simply due to
the sign of the nonlinear term in the KdV equation being
prescribed as negative for Debye interactions. An extended
discussion on this respect, from first principles, is carried out
in Ref. 16, as regards the longitudinal dust lattice solitons in
one-component dust crystals, so we need not reproduce those
arguments here.

The kink soliton solutions which result from the GBq
Eq. �13� and the EKdV Eq. �15�, as given by Eqs. �14� and
�16�, respectively, are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7 for near-sonic

FIG. 5. The �reduced� soliton length L /r0 is depicted vs the soliton Mach
number M =v /c0, as results from the GBq and the EKdV theories: lower
�short-dashed� and upper �long-dashed� curves, respectively. The right figure
depicts the near-sonic region, i.e., near M =1, where the two theories prac-
tically coincide.
�v=1.2c0� and highly supersonic �v=3c0� propagations, re-

Downloaded 13 Dec 2005 to 134.147.64.23. Redistribution subject to A
spectively. Note that the kink soliton is higher than its anti-
kink analog for low velocity v �cf., e.g., Figs. 6�a� and 7�a��.
Also note that the higher velocity results in narrower soli-
tons, as prescribed by the theory. Finally, notice that the two
theories practically coincide for v near the sound velocity c0

�see Fig. 6�c��, while the GBq solitons are steeper �narrower�
for higher propagation velocity v �cf. Fig. 7�c��.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This study was devoted to a first investigation, from first
principles, of the dynamics of a one-dimensional dust bi-
layer, consisting of negative and positive dust grains. The
main aspects of harmonic �linear� longitudinal motion were
presented, and a dispersion relation was derived and ana-
lyzed. An analytical model for a larger amplitude, nonlinear

FIG. 6. �a� The GBq kink solitons �dust grain displacement�, as defined in
Eq. �14�, are depicted vs position x �for x0= t=0�: kink �continuous curve�,
antikink �short-dashed curve�; �b� the EKdV kink solitons �dust grain dis-
placement�, as defined in Eq. �16�, are depicted vs position x �for x2= t=0�:
kink �dot-dashed curve�, antikink �long-dashed curve�; and �c� all four soli-
ton solutions: detail near the origin. Here, we have assumed Debye interac-
tions with �=1, Mach number M =v /c0=1.2; also, m1=2m2=1, G=r0=1
�arbitrary values�.
motion was proposed, thus establishing a link to standard �in
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specific, the generalized Boussinesq �GBq� and extended
Korteweg–de Vries �EKdV�� nonlinear theories.

Both nonlinear theories predict two types of supersonic
shock-shaped kink excitations, corresponding to a localized
compression and a rarefaction, respectively, propagating in
the dust bilattice. The two theories practically coincide for a
propagation velocity near the sound speed but diverge sig-
nificantly far from it. The spatial extension of the soliton
decreases with its speed, so faster solitons are steeper. Simi-

FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 6, for M =3 �all other parameter values are identical�.
�a� The GBq kink solitons �dust grain displacement�, as defined in Eq. �14�,
are depicted vs position x �for x0= t=0�: kink �continuous curve�, antikink
�short-dashed curve�; �b� the EKdV kink solitons �dust grain displacement�,
as defined in Eq. �16�, are depicted vs position x �for x2= t=0�: kink �dot-
dashed curve�, antikink �long-dashed curve�; and �c� all four soliton solu-
tions: detail near the origin. Here, we have assumed Debye interactions with
�=1, Mach number M =v /c0=3; also, m1=2m2=1, G=r0=1 �arbitrary
values�.
Downloaded 13 Dec 2005 to 134.147.64.23. Redistribution subject to A
lar results have been obtained for one-dimensional dust
monolayers.16 Finally, we have carried out a brief critical
discussion of the two theories employed here �based on the
generalized Boussinesq and the extended Korteweg–de Vries
equations�, which take into account nonlinearities up to the
fourth order, in comparison with the ordinary Korteweg–de
Vries equation, which only accounts for compressional exci-
tations, for Debye interactions �cf. the extended discussion in
Ref. 16�.

These theoretical considerations and quantitative predic-
tions will hopefully be confirmed by appropriately designed
experiments.
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